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ULSTER RADAR 
 
Civil Air Traffic Control Radar Unit - Killard Point 
 
 
It may seem somewhat impertinent that such a junior member of the ATC service should appear so 
early in the "Where it is and What it does" series. Particularly when one considers that a large slice 
of the meat of previous articles is concerned with "What it did" and Killard's History goes back only 
to 1959. On the other hand , the two previous histories were of Scottish and Northern Centres and 
,as "Ulster Radar" is the servant of both these Units , it may help to complete the picture. 
 
The Unit is ,as the Guide Books say , delightfully situated on a promontory at the mouth of 
Strangford Lough ,  only a stone's throw from Portaferry (Airway Red 3 ,Air Pilot RAC 100C and COM 
48 refer ). On one's way to work, the majestic Mournes can be seen to the South , the vista of 
Strangfordopens up to the North , the Isle of Man rises out of the sea to the East and there is the 
rolling countryside of Co Down to the West. An enchanting panarama....weather permitting - and all 
calculated to put one in a happy frame of mind to meet or dispel the petty frustrations of a working 
day. 
 
This Radar Unit is operated jointly with the RAF and is the operational part of RAF Station Bishop's 
Court (the airfield , being no longer required , is up for sale - any offers?) In the War years a Defence 



Radar was established within the perimeter of the airfield and was then known as Ballywoodan. The 
Type 7 aerial from that installation is still sited on the airfield , and is now fed by co-axial to the 
present site at Killard Point which was opened up by the RAF in 1955/56. The ugly heads now rearing 
themselves above the grassy slopes of the Radar site are the aerials of the Type 80 , Type 14 ( 
modified and rarely used ) and Type 13 and FPS6 Height Finders. 
 
Housed above ground (like Gailes and unlike Sopley ), the unit continued to function as a C&R unit 
until 1960 , although in 1959 , in accordance with the new polices of UKATS (as it was then)  an Air 
Traffic Control Cell was introduced. And it was in conjunction with this ATC Unit that "Bill" Percival 
and others from the ATCEU pioneered early trials within the Upper Airspace, concerned mainly with 
the task of helping the Procedural Controller feed Ocean-bound jet movements from the UK to 
Oceanic Separations and at the same time gaining valuable experience as to the co-ordination 
requirements between Civil and Military high flying aircraft. 
 
At this stage there were perhaps some 20 movements a week being observed and handled by the 
civil controllers (0900-1700, five day week).  The RAF helping to continue the service , took 
responsibility for the task outside the hours covered by M.O.A. From October 1959 , the ATCEU 
handed the problem of manning the Unit to Scottish Division, and Redbrae provided a steady flow of 
officers on short detachments , most of whom left their mark on the local golf course at Ardglass, 
and many golf balls in the Irish Sea. 
 
Early in 1961 a 24 hour service was introduced (Notam 64/61 refers) and it is left to readers to 
imagine the upset in staff relations when the RAF were informed , after their invaluable service 16 
hours a day and weekends , that they were no longer qualified ,certificated or validated, to accept 
responsibility for UAR traffic! A little later in the same year , the Northern Division took over 
responsibility from Scottish Division and Northern ATCC became the parent operational unit. This 
entailed some changes in the chain of authority administratively , but the admirable operational 
liaison with Redbrae remained. 
 
Although "Operational Trials" are still in force, UAR Traffic is now (June 1963) in excess of 60 a day. 
Agreed , not every day, as the weather pattern on the Atlantic dictates whether or not the 
Transatlantic flow will be northerly. Fortunately too, it is rare for opposite direction traffic on the 
UARs to arise , as the easterly flow is usually over by 0830 hours , and the westerly flow starts in the 
late morning, just before lunch. 
 
The eastbound flow is fairly easily dealt with, as the transition is from wide Oceanic to narrower UK 
separation standards, and there is little military activity to conflict in the small hours. There are 
however overfliers to separate from those descending into Prestwick , and converging and crossing 
problems at the junction of UARs 1 ,2 and 3 at Wallasey and Oldham. 
 
Conversely , the westbound flow is more beset with difficulties. Without radar, it is well nigh 
impossible for a heavy flow of westbound traffic to be fed procedurally on to the Ocean suitably 
separated, and perhaps in this particular aspect of the task ,our best service is provided. (That this is 
So was generously acknowledged by the writer of the article on Redbrae in the April issue). No less 
however, is the service to Northern ATCC in peak conditions, when so many aircraft have perforce 
been held down at what must be uneconomic levels for jets, which by the time they call "Ulster 
Radar" , are screaming for something higher. It is at this time of day too, that most other users of the 
Upper Airspace are active. 
 



However small our statistics may appear to other and busier units it should be remembered that it is 
not unusual, during peak periods, to have 10 or more aircraft on the frequency ( which is shared 
with Border Radar ) , and the aircraft stay with "Ulster Radar" for up to 40 minutes. During this 
time, whilst the aircraft are en-route from Wallasey , or Oldham , to Longitude 10W , liaison may be 
required with Northern ATCC ,Hack Green (Mersey Radar), and Boulmer (Border Radar). 
Additionally, conflictions demand liaison and coordination with the Co-ordinator and Track Allocator 
cell and the individual control positions in the Operations Room, and there are often at least six of 
these. 
 
If it should be thought that the coordination with the Military may be treated lightly, a summary of 
the Irish Sea complex might be illuminating. Among those present - traffic to and from the Jurby 
Range, Aldergrove, Sydenham and West Freugh Range (more of this anon) , Lightnings from Warton 
( on occasions supersonic), American formations to and from the Ocean which may route up and 
down the Irish Sea crossing UARS 1 and 3 , and innumerable random transit movements which on 
their "lawful" occasions may stop in at Glasgow or Haydock bomb plots. 
 
With the present limited and limiting facilities, it is perhaps as well that no responsibility is is carried 
for Low Airspace activities , although this is envisaged as a possibility in future plans. While 
mentioning facilities, it will be of interest to the pioneers who served here in the old days to 
note that although various positions in the Combined Ops Room were tried , the Civil Cell is now 
back where it first started. Some progress has been made however, 3 radar consoles are now being 
used and there is a promise of a fourth. 
 
The military controllers have a somewhat diferent, though no less exacting , approach to their task 
of control. Mainly the difference is that the RAF service is to individual aircraft , while the civil 
operations are a back up to the procedural system. However, as the prime reason for the unit being 
joint is the protection of UARs (and Airways), there is a constant review and revision of the 
coordination techniques and practises to help improve the safety service for all users of the Upper 
Airspace. 
 
Referring back to the West Freugh Range , there is an MOA (R&D) post at this unit and the controller 
is primarily part of the range team. By giving surveillance from Killard's radar he gives invaluable 
service to West Freugh whose own radars have some limitations in all round coverage. In addition 
a service is offered to other R&D contractors' movements in transit within the Bishop's Court Radar 
Service Area. 
 
Our sister Units at Hack Green , Sopley and Boulmer will surely agree that serving at a joint 
civil/military unit is not all cakes and ale. In both operations and administration , there is always the 
"other side of the house" to consider, approach, persuade or placate as the case may be, and the 
RAF are at times (and probably quite rightly from their point of view ) inclined to consider civilians as 
"queer fish". The common factor of our profession however, does promote the goodwill necessary 
from both sides to ensure a happy relationship that , at this unit at any rate, does exist both 
within and outside the Operations Room. 
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